
Working Agreement
EDO Ce - Dream Team

We will …
Keep it SIMPLE !

Be transparent

Work as a team

Not be afraid 2 fail or ask 4 help

Value work:life balance

Value continuous learning

Steward our guardrails

Enable working groups

Optimize all meetings

Stimulate an Agile mindset

Stimulate a Kanban mindset

Stimulate a DevOps mindset

Stimulate DevOps Core Values
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Optimize meetings
Add and receive value or drop off

Finish T-5 minutes early

Meeting free Friday

No agenda or purpose, no meeting

No TLA (three lettered acronyms) or jargon

Take notes and share them with actions

Agile mindset
agilemanifesto.org

Individuals and interactions over processes and 
tools

Working software over comprehensive 
documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Responding to change over following a plan

Kanban mindset

Visualize work

Limit work in progress

Focus on flow – identify inefficiencies & waste

Continuous improvement

Pull and focus on finishing, not starting

DevOps mindset
www.donovanbrown.com/post/what-is-devops

DevOps is the union of people, process, and 
products to enable continuous delivery of value to 
our end users.

DevOps core values
www.tactec.ca/ndtw-resources

Improve beyond the limits of today’s processes -
strive to always innovate and improve beyond 
repeatable processes and frameworks.

No new silos to break down silos - inspire and share 
collaboratively instead of becoming a hero or 
creating a silo.

Feedback from stakeholders is essential - focus on 
our stakeholders and their feedback rather than 
simply changing for the sake of change.

Knowing your customer means cross-organization 
collaboration - measure performance across the 
organization, not just in a line of business.

Inspire adoption through enthusiasm - promote a 
culture of learning through Lean quality deliverables, 
not just tools and automation.

“Enable and encourage everyone’s creativity, passion, purpose, and strengths” - WS

https://agilemanifesto.org/
http://www.donovanbrown.com/post/what-is-devops
http://www.tactec.ca/ndtw-resources

